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PREFACE

The document in hand is based on the annual examination conducted in 1986. 
The format followed in the presentation of each subject report i s : statistical 
summary of results, general mformation about students, performance : question- 
wise analysis and suggestions for tbe use of teachers.

The subjectwise reports have been built on the Examiner’s performa submitted 
to the confidential Branch; thus offering very little scope to improve them 
significantly. With all these constraints, I still hope that teachers would find the 
document relevant, interesting and useful.

I wish to express my appreciation for hard work put in by the Academic 
Branch in bringing out this publication, though it has been deleyed a bit. I take 
this opportunity to thank all those who were, directly or indirectly* involved in 
the writing of subject reports.

T.V. KUNNUNKAL 
D ated: 22-12-1986 Chairman
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PART I
DELHI SICONDARY SCHOOL EHAMINA110N, 1M6



CLASS X

ENGLISH—COURSE ‘A’

Total No. of candidates 
Appeared—6608 
Passed'5383 
Pass% 81.5

45 to 50% 50 to 60% . 60 to 75% 75 *& above

No. % No. % No. % No. %
652 9.9 1372 20.8 • 1295 19.6 279 4.2

Reports of 22 randbmly selected examiners, who had’checked^4063 answer 
books were gone through for getting an idea of the performance of the students 
included in the sample. On the whole, the pass percentage varied between 33 and 
99.

The evaluation of reports revealed that out of 4063 candidates. 874 scored 
60% and above, 1305 scored between 45% and 59% and 1032 between 33% and 
44%.

Genera] ;

The performance of the students was quite satisfactory. However^ thc'
students committed number of spelling and grammatical. errors. Even common
words were misspelt. Little attention was paid to word or sentence limit. The
majority did not give answers in their own words 
Questionwise Report:

Section A >

1. The comprehension passage was attempted well. However, only a few students 
could write the answers in their own language. As many of them were 
deficient in their power of expression, they copied sentences from the unseen 
passage.



2. Maximum number of students attempted, “I will remember that incident” .
It appeared that generally the candidates were ignorant of the art of writing a 
proper paragraph on a given topic.

3. The format of the letter, salutation and subscription were not written 
properly. In some cases, even the body of letter was written wrongly. The 
letter about new class mates in the new school was attempted by the majority. 
The letter did not indicate much original expression of the students.

4. The question was lengthy and it contained 22 parts. Students committed 
errors in the use of clauses, infinitive, negative sentence, use of neither-nor. 
appropriate forms of Mrama% *Child’, 'Complete* and *advise*. However, 
the question proved to be scoring for students because of its 22 parts.

Section B

5. The students were required to read the passage and answer the question. 
Though the question on the extracts were answered satisfactorily, most of the 
students did not pay much attention to the use of proper tense.

6. The essay type question was attempted all right. Some, of course, relied on 
cramming.

7. Of the two questions, the first question was not attempted properly wheieas 
the second was answered quite satisfactorily. Even here some did not adhere 
to the world-limit.

8. One sentenee answers were satisfactorily given. The question like Q. 4 
proved to be a scoring one.

9. The students were to read the poetry extracts and answer questions. Some 
students reproduced lines from the extracts. Most of the students could not 
name the poem and the poet. Very few could explain ‘under green sod# 
Lay*.

10. Here the students were required to answer two questions, each in about 
30 words. The answers revealed that the students wrote almost tummaries 
of the poems; without caring much for the word-limit.

11. Most of the students answered part (a) of the question. They wrote the 
summary of the lesson and did not pay much attention to the question. 
The alternative question was mostly left by thejstudeats.



12. Tbe students were required to answer three questions out of four, each 
in about 30 words. Questions (a) (b) (c) were answered by the majority 
while ‘d’ was left by many.

Suggestions:

* Adequate practice should be given to students in acquiring language 
skills, correct language habits and communicative skills.

* Ample exercises should be given to students to provide them with 
necessary practice to improve functional knowledge of grammar, usage, 
composition and comprehension.

* Students should be encouraged to read books in English with compre
hension.

* The teachers should create love for English in students and encourage 
students to write answers in their own words.

* Adequate practice should be given to students to write answers to the 
point and the required word-limit.



ENGLISH—COURSE ‘B’ 

Class—X

No. of Candidates
Appeared—58345
Passed —25270
Pass % —43.3

45 to 50% 50 to 60% 60 to blow 75% 75 & above

No. % No. % No. % No. %
2642 4.5 3416 5.9 2082 3.6 336 .6

Reports of 54 randomly selected examiners who had checked 9815 answer 
scripts were selected for the Report to find out the overall performance of students 
and the nature and quality of answers given by them. The pass percentage varied 
from 09.21% to 86.5%. Out of 54 examiners, 32 put the pass percentage below 
40 and 12 put it above 40. Of these 7 examiners put the pass percentage above 
60. In other words, the result could be rated as not satisfactory.

The analysis of the data revealed that out of 9817 candidates 335 scored 
60% and above, 813 scored between 45% & 59% and 2499 secored between 
33% & 44%.

General :

The performance of the students was not upto the mark. Most of the 
students could not frame their own sentences. They committed lot of grammatical 
and spelling mistakes. The correct answers were mostly crammed ones. Very 
few attempted all the 13 questions. Some of the students just transcribed the 
Question Paper. The answers were mostly summaries of the lessons/chapters rather 
than the required answers. Most of the students could not handle the grammar 
portion, letter, paragraph, unseen passages long or short answer type questions 
satisfactorily. They mostly ignored the instructions given in the question Paper.



Qaestionwise Report ;

1. The students resorted to guess work while attempting questions in grammar 
owing to their ignorance of the basic concepts of functional grammar. They 
did not seem to have any practice in doing exercises in determiners and pre
positions. Their knowledge of formation of words, connectives and correct use 
of verbs was quite poor.

2. The students did not grasp the basic concepts of Direct and Indirect narration. 
They mixed the elements of direct and indirect narration together. Their use of 
punctuation marks was poor. In the separate question on punctuation, most 
of the students did not understand the word, “punctuate” and the question 
was attempted badly. The transformation of sentences was beyond the 
capacity of most of them.

3. The term “bio-data” used in the question was almost unknown to the 
students. Addresses and salutations were wrongly written, The main body of 
the letter was generally poor. Even the format of the letter was unknown 
to most of the students.

4. Topics (ii) “Changing Fashions” and (iii) ‘ A stitch in time saves nine” were 
not attempted by any student. Most of the students wrote on “A Match 
witnessed by Me” in placc of the topic given i.e. “My Favourite Game” 
Here the students depended on rote-memory. In the process, they ignored 
such a Simple Question on development of a story from the outlines given.

5. Responses to the questions on the unseen passage were lifted literally from the 
main body of the passage. None of the students wrote the answers in their 
own words. Most of the students did not attempt this question at all.

6. Most of the students attempted this question. However, cutpieces from the 
original text were reproduced as answers. The performance seemed to 
indicate that the students bad not studied the lessons properly.

7. Here the students wrote summaries of the lessons, without making any 
attempt to answer to the point. They could wrhc the story of Motiguj and 
Deesa but they could not describe Motiguj as a mutineer.

In Question No. (ii) instead of writing about the character of Nellie Salter 
the character of Mrs Lomond was depicted.

8. Here the students were not bothered about the word-limit. They wrote what 
they knew and the answers were not to the point.



9. In one sentence answers, the responses were neither restricted to the limit nor
to the point. Some times, the facts from different lessons were mixed up in
replies.

]0. Students copied lines from the extracts verbatim. The answers revealed that 
the students did not understand the poems properly. Obviously some of the 
words used in the poem posed hindrance to the comprehension of the 
students.

11. Even though the questions were quite simple, the answers were not to the 
point.

12 For (i) The summary of the lesson was given
For (ii) Instead of writing about the justification or otherwise of Morgan’s
attempi to commit suicide the students depicted Morgan’s attempt commit 
suicide.

13. Here again, most of the students did not restrict themselves to the word-limit 
or to the point. Some of the students did not attempt this question at all.

Suggestions ;

* Ample exercises should be given to students to provide them with necessary 
practice to improve their functional knowledge of grammar and vocabulary, 
so as to build up and strengthen their power of expression.

* The question paper should be designed in such a way as to test the language 
aspects and the students competence in English rather than their memory 
power.

* Students should be encouraged to read books in English or Stories Retold 
etc., within the range of their vocabulary.

* The teachers should create love for English in students and encourage students 
to write answers in their own words. They should also provide ample 
opportunities to students to speak in English, at least, in English Class.

* Students should be given adequate practice in reading the text books with 
comprehension and without any help from the guide books. Teachers should 
ask such questions which could be answered only with the thorough know
ledge of the lessons is the text book.

* Adequate practice should be given to students to write answers to the point 
and to the required word-limit.

* Students should be trained to mark the question numbers properly. This is 
the minimum requirement.
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MATHEMATICS COURSE ‘A’

CLASS X

No of Candidates

Appeared 21292
Passed 14070
Pass% 66.1

40 to 45% 45 to 50% 50 to 60% 60 to 75% 75 & above

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
1851 8.7 1796 8.4 2583 12.1 2219 10.4 915 4.3

Randomly selected reporti of 15 examiners who had checked 4536 answer scripts 
in the subject were examined, in all, 2154 candidates were declared successful 
with a pass percentage of 48.

Analysis of the individual reports of the examiners revealed that pass 
percentage ranged from 13 to 76.5% with a majority reporting pass percentage as 
less than 50%.

Out of the total of 4536 candidates 378(17%) could get 60% or more 
marks and 686(31%) between 45 & 59%.

This clearly shows that the overall performance of the candidates was 
not good.

General:

The overall performance of the students was stated to be *poor to averagje’. 
Most of the examiners felt that the difficulty level of the question paper was a 
bit higher and the paper was longer than that of the last years.

Questionwise Report

1. This was an objective type question and contained 10 parts which touched 
all the units. With the exception of part (iii) (vii) which were based on simple

14



compound interest and stock and share and part (ix), the students were able 
to handle other parts

2. Question 2(a) based upon solving the system of equation was not attempted 
satisfactorily by the the students. In part (4) also, they were not able to draw 
the graph and the inequation correctly.

3. Majority of students failed to attempt the part (a) of this question. On the 
other hand, alternative to part (b). question based ased on equation reducible 
ratio firm was well attempted by a good number of students.

4. The part(c) of the question being of the routine type was done by a large 
number of students. Part(a) and (b) were done by intelligent students. These 
were not attempted by average students.

5. Question (5a) though a lengthy one but was done corrcctly by majority of 
students. Part(b) on mensuration was attempted by about 20% only and 
they were also able to solve it correctly.

6. Part (a) of this question was a simple theorem, it was attempted by majority 
correctly. In part (b) the student had to prove that the ratio of the areas of 
two similar triangles is equal to the ratio of the squares of the corresponding 
mediams was hardly attempted.

7. Majority of students did part (a) of this question very well as this was the 
Pythagoras Theorem The part (b) which was an exercise and was considered 
quite diflScult as it was done only by 1% of the students.

S. There were three parts. For the majority, part (a) was a difficult question. 
Part (b) of the question was a typical one and was was well attempted 
Question on Heights and distances Part(c) was done correctly by above average 
students only,

9. Most of the students obtained good marks in part(a) of the question for 
calculating the mean but only a few could prove that Part(b) and(c) where the 
students were to draw a frequency polygon and ogive was very well attempted 
by majority of students.

Saggestions:

* Objective type and fill in the blanks type questions should be practised in the 
class. More practice should be given to the students in solving questions 
from various application topics.

In statistics, more stress should be given on drawing ogives.
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MATHEMATICS COURSE B

CLASS X

No. of Candidates
Appeared 49193
Passed 23214

Pass % 47.2

40 to 45% 45 to 50% 50 to 60% 60 to 75% 75% above

3354 6.8 2632 5.4 3578 7.3 2593 5.3 759 1.5

Report of 15 randomly selected examiners who had cbecked' 4034 answer 
scripts were studied. The overall percentage ranged between V5 and '84. Pass 
percentage given by 10 examiners was between 40 and 60. *’

Threxaminatfew of data revealed nhat only K.8% students obtained 60% 
or moremarki while 992 ^4% ) passed marks below 45 per cent. Tliis shows that 
quality of answers waff not up to the matk.

General: '
i I,

As stated above, the performance pf students could not be regarded as 
satisfactory. Many were out of time with the basic concepts, and made elementary 
mistakes in computation Questions on equations and factors on algebra, shares in 
commercial mathematics, geometrical exercises and' trignomotry were, generally, 
left by majority of students. And very few could solve them correctly.

It was also observed that some students did not even writei the question 
number before solving it.

Questionwise Report:

1. Majority of students were able to solve of parts (i), (ii) and (iii) of this 
question.
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2. a) Solving the system of equations being a simple one was done by a largo
number of students and so was the case with the part by Alternative to 
part (g) being a problem was hardly attempted by any student.

3. Question on factorization part (a) as well as question of egvation reducible 
to gnadratic egnatron was a but difficult and was therefore attempted by only 
a few of students

4. In part (a) of this question, mostly students failed to add the dividends to find 
the total and thus lose 1 mark. Generally, the students solved part (b)  ̂
fairly well*

5. Majority of students answered the part (b) of the question on correctly line 
The same was not with part (a) where they were not clear about the term 
equal in statements.

<5. Part (a> was mostly left unsolved as it involved difficulty In drawing the exact 
fignre. Attempt of the students for part fe) was quite.satisfactory.

7. The majority could write correctly the answer of part-fa) where studens wer^ 
required to prove  ̂that the tangent at any point of a will is perpendicular t^ 
the radius through the point of contact Almost none was able to make 
even war satisfactory in part (h) question.

8. Almost all the question were able to solve the problem on construction i.e. 
part (h) hardly any body attempted the part (ja), an exei’cise on geometry 
requiring an application.

9. Jhe majority followed the correct method in reading the solutions in part (a) 
and (b) but very few could solve the question on height and distance.

i

10. Most of the students got good marks in part (a) of the question as they were 
able to calculate the mean of the given data. In part (b) of the question 
almost all the students were able to construct a cumulative frequency tot! l̂ 
and draw the agive. But quite a good number did not mention scale and 
name of axis.

Suggestions :
/

* The teachers should pay special attention to computation skills and steps of 
with suitable mathematical solutries language.

* The idea of any of depression and elcvatron in trignometry should be 
made cl&ar to the students.

I
* In geometry teaching emphasis should be in analysing the students to under

stand the basic concept of the subject and discourage full cramming. 
Similarly, in statistics, basic definitions and terms should be explained 
through application.
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SCIENCES COURSE ‘A’ (PHYSICS) 

CLASS X

No of Candidates
Appeared 7323 
Passed 93.2

40 to 45% 45 to 50% 50 lo 60% 60 to 75% 75% Above

No. % 
911 12 4

No. % 
921 12.6

No. % 
1443 9.7

No. % 
1381 18.9

No.
566

%
7.7

In all 12 reports of randomly selected examiners who had checked 3150 
answerbooks were used formaking observations of the student performance. The 
result percentage was found between 212 and 85.7%.

On further analysis of data, it was observed that 5.12 of students got for% or 
more marks, while 20.5% secured marks above 33% but below 45% In other 
words, quality of achievement was not satisfactory.

General i

The general standard of the students were not up to the mark as is evident 
from pass percentage. During the analysis of answers it was observed that the 
basic concepts were not clear to the students. The attempt of the majority of 
students in solving the numericals was not up to the mark.

Qaestionwise Report:

I. The answer to this question in which there were 15 parts, was given in 
one or two apppropriate words or in one sentence, majority number of students 
attempted this question and did well. In parts (ii), (vi), (xi) and (xiv), the 
answere given by majority of students was not satisfactory.
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2. The explanation of the term ‘rejouance’ was not givea correctly by most of 
the students in part (a) in, part (b) instead of giving points of diflFerence 
between progressive and stationary waves, students had given points of 
diflference between longi tudinal and transverse work.

The part (c) of the question was well attempted by almost all the students.

3. (a) Generally very few students could attempt this question it being a
numerical.

(b) This part also being a numerical was attempted by a smaller percentage 
of students but its alternative asking for the description of experimental 
method for the determination of latent work of the method of question, 
was attempted by most of the students and they secured good marks in 
it.

4. Almost all the students attempted this questiofi. In pan (a) of the question, 
while calenlating the focal length of the mirror, quite number of students 
had not used the proper signs, likewise in explaining the cause and suggesting 
remedies for the main defects of human eyes., proper diagrams were not 
drawn.

5. Generally very few students could attempt this question on the half wave 
rectifier or its alternative what was numerical on the appercotron of law of 
resistances and other’s hand.

6. a) A large number of students attempted this question and did well.

b) Generally very few student could state flaming’s left hand rule correctly.

c) This question being of an essay type so student were able to write a 
little but about the working of moving coil galvanometer but in majority 
of cases no diagram was drawn.

Snggestfons:

^  The students should be given suflBcient practice in writing answers properly 
and to the point and follow instructions given in the Question Paper,
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CLASS X

Raiidomly selected reports of 8 examiners who had checked 1968 answer 
scripts in this subject were examined. In all, 1140 candidates were declared 
successful with a pass percentage of 58%.

Analysis of individual reports of the exxminers revealed that the pass 
percentage varied from 30% to 85% the sizeable portion showing a pass per
centage of 60% or more.

Out of the total 1968 candidates, 439 (22%) obtained 60 per cent marks or 
more and 329 (16.7) between 45 and 59 percent.

This shows that th« achievement of the candidates was average.

General i

Though the paper was well set and quite objective, even then the per
formance of students was just of basic concepts. In numericals and writing the 
chemical equations was generally not satisfactory.

Questionwlse Report :

1. Generlly speaking, majority of students attempted all parts of this question
but their attempts were not quite satisfactory. The numerical i. e. part (a)
was attempted only by intelligent students while in part (b) isotopes of 
Hydrogen have almost identical chemical properties and they are electrically 
vertical. Similarly in part f  (i) & f  (ii), although students had idea of ‘Mole’ 
and ‘Period* but they were not able to express themselves properly.

2. Most of the students had attempt all the parts of this question and they did
well in answering parts (d), Bleaching by SO2 is temporary why ? They
were confused.

3. The parts (a) to(d) of this question being or chemical reactions and writing
the balanced chemical equation could not be attempted satisfactorily by a 
large number of students.

SCIENCE COURSE ‘A’ (CHEMISTRY)
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4. This question oq metallurgy was attempted by majority of stndents and they 
did quite well only flow which was observed was that a lot of irrelevant 
material was written.

5. Parts (b), (d)add(f) of the questions were not attempted by majority of 
students on the other hard parts (a), (c) and (e) were done quite well by 
almost all of them.

6. A large number of students attempted this question and did fairly well.

Saggestioos :

* The students should be instructed to number of question and foHow
instructions given in question papers. They should be given practice in 
writing and balancing of chemical equations.
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CLASS X

In all reports of 14 examiners who had checked 3689 answerscriptt were 
studied. It was found 1018 that students passed this examination, pass percentage 
being 49.3

Further probe into the data revealed that there was great variation in the 
reiuU by examiners which ranged from just 15 per cent to 88 percent.

Only 11.3 per cent students secured good marks i.e. 60 per cent or more, 
majority of students and a marginal success.

G e n ia l:

While the question paper was relatively easy, the performance of students 
was far from satisfactory. In many cases, students lacked elementary understan
ding of fundamentals in life science.

Answers were not illustrated with neat and labelled diagrams 

Questionwise Report:

1. A good number of students could answer parts (a), (c), (d) and (f) correctly. 
In part (a), the word heparin was part only by a few students. Wing was 
the word used instead of Exoskcltion by majority of students in part (e) of 
the question In part (g). the incorrect statement that 'Ascorhic Acid is an 
Enzyme* was written by about 60 per cent of students.

2. In part (a) of question, majority of students failed to explain the term *himger 
signs* but they were able to white about it usefulness to farmers. Most of 
the students could answer parts (g) and (c) but in answering the part (d) 
instead of using the word 'contraceptive*, majority used the word family 
planning.

SCIENCE COURSE ‘A’ (LIFE SCIENCE)

3. Majority of students would attempt almost all the parts of the question. 
Some could not distinguish correctly between obosis and plasmolysis.
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4. In part (a), only one effect that deficency of oxygen will take place of all the 
green plants are removed from the face of the earth was mentioned and all 
other ones were ignored. Majority of students could not answer the part 
(g) of the question logically. Response to the part (c) was quite satisfactory

5. The diagram of the digestive system of a man or load drawn by a majority 
of students. But these were neither real nor proportionate.

6. This was a question on experiment in plant physiology and was attempted 
well by large number of students.

7. Part (a) being an essay type question was attempted by a majority of students 
but their attempt was generally poor. Very few students could write the 
correct definitions in part (gj.

8. Almost all the students attempted all the four parts of this question but their 
explanations were not satisfactary and that is why they were not able to 
secore well in this question.

Suggestions:

63

* The teachers should ensure that basic concepts of the Life Science are 
explained time and again so that students did not make any mistake in their 
treatement.

* The students should be given practice in the art of giving precise and to 
the questions in school tests. They should also be given practice in drawing 
neat and labelled diagrams.



SCIENCE COURSE ‘B’ (PHYSICS) 

CLASS X

No. of Candidates 
Appeared 
P^sed
Pa«f Percentage

62184
50849

81.8

40 to 45% 45 to 50% 50 to 60% 60 to 75% 75% above

No % No % No % No % No. %
10691 17.2 7324 11.8 7399 11.9 3139 5.00 616 1.0

In all 15 randomly selected examiners reports, who had checked 3598 
answer scriptft,, were studied to find out the overall performance and quality of 
tndivtdiiail answer. It wa« found ^ t  pass pcrce&t^e ranged between 4 and 60, 
out of 25 examiners, 20 gave pass percentage between 50 and 60, four found 
between 25 and 30, while the rest placed it below 20%. Thus the overall 
performance in terms of pass percentage was poor.

General:

The general performance of the students on the whole was poor. The 
students were not at all clear about the basic concepts in physics.

Diagramatic presentation as well as drawing the ray diagrams left much to 
be desired. In numerical problems, their attempt was generally poor and below 
standard.

Some of the common weaknesses observed in answer books were giving 
irrelevant answers, repetition of the same answer at different places, paying 
little attention to writing question numbers and parts correctly.
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Queitionwise Reports:

1. The majority of the students have ansT^ered this questions, satisfactorily. In 
part (ii) a number of students wrote longitectual waves ‘instead of 'transverse 
wave* while in part (i) answer given was ‘circular lens instead of ‘cylindrical 
lens’. Very few students were able to name the instrument correctly in part 
(xii), quite a number of them wrote it as ‘Radio*.

2. Most of the students have drawn the curve between the extension and the 
correspondii)g applied lead in part (i) of the question lent the part overwhich 
hook’s law holds-goods was not correctly indicated similarly in the alternative 
of part (ii) in difference between a longitudual and a bausvers wave by a 
labelled diagram was not brought out clearly by a majority of students the 
part (iii) of the question being a numerical though quite simple and straight 
forward was attempted by a very few students.

3. The ray diagram for the formation of image and the emergent ray in part 
[i (a)]: [iii (e)] and [ii(g)] was done correctly by a minority of students only. 
In calculating the image distance in (v (g). proper convention of signs was not 
used.

4. In part (i), the correct definition of electro static folenting energy and its 
value for two changes separated by a distance and was not given by majority 
of students. Very few students could attempt the numerical part (ii). The 
part (iii) which required the statement of law and definition of unit of resist 
law was attempted by quite few students.

5. The majority of students failed to answer part (i) or its alternative and (ii). 
Most of them were not able to draw the bavelled diagram of a telephone 
receiver.

6. Very few students could write about the public address system and its various 
parts in part (i) of the question. The part of scientific similarity and of 
dissimilarity between radio and television could not be though about by 90% 
the students in part (ii) while its alternative was hardly attempted by a 
few students.

Saggestions:

♦ Stress should be laid in explaining basic concepts. More practice should be 
given in solving numerical problems and drawing ray diagrams.

♦ Students should be encouraged to read the text book.
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CLASS X

Reports of 15 examiners who had checked 4247 answer books were studied 
to find out students performance, trend and the quality of their achievement.' The 
overall pass percentage ranged between 5 and 35. Only five examiners showed the 
pass percentage above 30.

The examination data indicated that, first 2 per cent and 5 per cent 
examinees were able to secure 60 per cent marks. In other words both the pasS 
percentage and the quality of achievement was very low.

General :

Most of the examiners were of the opinion that there were number of 
parts of each question due to which they had to face lot of problems in marking 
answer books.

Further giving irrelevant answers, repetition of the same answer at different 
places, paying little attention to writing question numbers and parts correctly 
were some of the most common weaknesses observed in answerbooks.

Quite a good number of a students reproduced the question before
answering it. Thus, lost time which, otherwise, could have been utilised in writing
the answers.

Questionwise Report :

1. Generally, very few students could solve numericals i.e. parts (a), (b) and 
(e) correctly. In part (c) the reason of “why does Ammonia difuse faster than 
gaseous Hydrogen chlroide** was also not stated in most of the cases. The 
parts (d) and(f)  were well attempted by majority of students.

2. Most of the students failed to answer the parts (a), (b), (c) and (d) of the
question, only part (d) of the question was well attempted

SCIENCE COURSE ‘B’ (CHEMISTRY)
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3. In part (a) of the question, majority of students failed to name the substance 
oxidised and reduced in the given equation. Most of the students in part (b) 
draw a labelled diagram of the apparatus for the preparation of sulphur 
dioxide gas but they failed to write the necessary equation. The part (d) was 
also not attempted well.

4. Comparatively, more students could answer fairly well the part (a) than part
(c) or (d) Practically no student was able to write the reactions and chemical 
equations for action of (i) Copper and Cone. Nitric acid and (ii) Ammonia 
chloride and stated time.

5. Except the parts (e) and (b) of the question, no other part could be answered 
well by the students.

6. The part (b) and (d) of the question were well attempted by majority of 
students but same was not the case with the parts (a) and (c) (ii).

7. Responses to parts a (i) & (ii). (b) and (e) were quite satisfactory. But many 
could not attempt properly the parts (c) and (d).

Suggestions :

* The teacher should make more efforts in explaining the basic concepts of 
the subject. Mere rote memory could neither be lasting nor of practical 
ability.

*  The students should be given more practice in writing chemical reactions 
andfequations. Practice in solving numericals should be given regularly.
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CLASS X

Reports of 12 randomly selected examiners who had checked 32G3 answer 
books were studied to get an idea of the students performance. Only 1491 
students were given pass marks, this over all pass percentage was 45.73 per cent.

The examination of data revealed that 229 (7%) and 364 (11.4%) students 
could secure 60 per cent marks or more and between 45 and 59 per cent which 
reflected the quality of performance. In a subject of life Science, this could be 
rated as poor.

General:

On the whole students performance could not be ra$«d as satisfactory. 
Many of them gave irrelevant answers.

In some cases students did not mention the question number in the aqswer- 
book, a few but their own numbers.

Fundamentals of life Science were not clear. Answers were not illustrated 
with neat and labelled diagrams.

Questionwise Report:

1. Most of the students attempted all the part of the question but the attempt 
was not up to the mark.

In part (i) most of the students had written the bacterial or other disease 
instead of majority of students could not answer the organism responsible for 
permentation in par (iv) carrot and sweet potatoes were written as steam instead of 
root in part (v) Majority of students have committed the mistake of writing 
Auxins as Engyraes instead of Harraones in part (vi) similarly in part (x) instead 
of writting the sources of vitamin A, they had written the name of deficiency 
disease.

SCIENCE COURSE ‘B’ (LIFE SCIENCE)
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?. Quite a large number of students could not recognise the experiment and 
some had written it as germination of seeds.

3. Majority of students were not abJe to explain, why food digested in the 
stomach is yet not part of the body.

4.5. Almost all the students could attempt this as well as Question no 5 and they 
did well.

6. Hardly any student could follow this question and a few who tried to answer, 
their attempt was very poor.

7,}̂ ,9. The question nos. 7,8, and 9 were well attempted by majority of students.

10. Very few students were able the to explain why children are vaccinated for 
diseases like polio or cholera in question.

11. Both the Parts of the question were simple But the attempt o f the majority of 
students in drawing a labelled diagram of the excretary system of man wa9 
not satisfactory.

12. Majority of students had no idea about the nutritional diSQidfii in part (a), 
but they were able to name the diseases caused due to the deficiencies of 
Protins, Calcium & Iron in human diet.

13. (a) Only a minority of students were able to give evidence of homologous
organs support to the theory of evolution.

(b) Generally only one point of difference in the chemical composition of 
RND and DNA was mentioned.

14. This question though answered by majority of students but their attempt was 
not satisfactory.

Suggestions:

* The teachers should explain the students and make them understand 
through their application in every day life fundamental and basic concepts 
of life science.

* The students should be guided as how to answer Objective type question 
in a right manner.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE—I (HISTORY & CIVICS)

CLASS X

No of candidates
Appeared 70422
Passed 50666
Pass Percentage 57.4

40 to 45% 45 to 50% 50 to 60 60 to 75% 75 & Above
No % No % No % No % No %
8993 12.8 7086 10% 9214 13.7 4610 6.5 427 .6

In all 25 examiners reports who had checked 7159 answer books were 
studied. The pass percentage varied between 43 and 887o> According to 7 
examiners, the pass percentage was below 56 where as other 11 found this 
percentage between 60 to 75 and 76 to 88 respectively.

Further analysis of the data revealed that the quality of performance of the 
students who had passed also was not satisfactory. Only 916 candidates out of 
7159 secured more than 60 per cent marks while 3118 secured less than 45% 
marks.

General:

The Question paper was within the prescribed course, the question were well 
worded and well scattered over the Syllabus. The questions were both for 
intelligent and weak. Students were given some question which were ohallanging 
and could only be tackled by intelligent students The candidates who had failed 
did really very poor and were not prepared for the examination at all on the other
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band few students have done very well and got firit class marks and even 
distinctions. The questions pertaining to History were good and for an average 
students it was not difficult to pass.

In civics portions, more preparation about the ‘League of Nations*, 
functions of State Legislature, effect of No Confidence-Motion, role of opposition 
in a democratic country and contribution of India in achieving the aims and 
objectives of United Nation is needed on the part of teachers and students.

Many students had gone off the point and many had attempted the question 
No 11 which was for blind students.

Qnestionwise Report :
History Portion

L Most of the students attempted this questions but some of them coaid not 
defferentiate between Imperialism and Socialism in Hindi and others wrote 
almost in the same way. Further, hardly any student had mentioned about 
the extreme nationalism or civilizing mission of the European people.

2. This Question on Paris Commune was also attempted by almost all the 
students in a good way. Some of the students tried to attach it with Karl 
Marx.

3. In this question the students were expected to give immediate cause of world 
war I but majority wrote about all the reasons, for World war I. With the 
result they worte off the point and lengthy answers for nothing.

4. Most of the students had not understood the meaning of *CoId War’. As a 
result they could not explain the reasons and some of the students considered 
that Cold Season is good for war etc.

5. Answers to this question were satifactory, however the students have also 
given the religious reforms as well. Some wrote only about Social 
reforms.

6. This question was attempted by very few students. Even those attempted 
this qusstion had not mentioned about the publication of KESRI starting 
of Ganapati and Shivaji Utsawa.

The question on the Moderates and Extremist. Most of the students could not 
explain the contribution and difference between the two groups in the 
Congress.

7. Answers to this question were very good. Some of the students only discussed 
the causes of Russian Revolution.
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8. In this question the candidates did not explain the term ‘Nazism* even though 
it was asked.

Alternative In this question students confused theroseives about U N.O. and 
League of Nations while giving answers* It appears prepaiation to this topic 
was not good.

9. In this questions students had mentioned only about the weakening of 
Imperial Power after world war II. None had pointed out about the other 
reasons.

The question on the contribution of Mahatma Gandhi was not done in a 
systematic order. However some of the students explained Gandhiji role in 
India’s struggle for freedom nicely.

10. Preparation in filling the map seems to be weak. The students^ had shown 
less interest in *aap question. They hardly went beyond liidia, Pakistan or 
Sri Lanka (Ceylon) —A few candidates did not show the colonies of Britain 
or France. Map work was very poor.

11. (For Blind Students) — Very few student had attempted it. However the 
Performance was satisfactory.

Ovics Portion :

1. Answers to the salient features of the Indian Constitution were almost good 
A'few students could not follow no confidence motion. Some of the students 
could not differentiate between executive and legislative powers of the 
President.

2. In this question few students could attempt legislative functions of the 
state legislative and how a money bill is passed in a bicameral legislature.

3. In this question students had mentioned about the agencies that help in the 
formation of public opinion but failed to explain the role of opposition in a 
parliamentary democracy like that of India. In the alternate question most 
of the students had not understood the question since most of them have 
hunted about ability of the candidates to be elected as MLA or MP.

4. This question was not prepared very well as hardly any student had mentioned 
about the contribution of India in the promotion of aims and objectives of 
United Nations. Answers to alternate questions were very good.
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Suggestions

* The students should be instructed to attempt questions in their respective 
order. They should be advised to number the questions and follow the 
instructions given in the question paper.

*  The students had not taken note of the number of words. Some of the students 
had gone so lengthy with the result they could not complete the Q. paper.

*  Students should be advised to the advantages of writing their answers with 
precision & relevance. Conscious efforts should be made to discourage 
students from taking recourse to bazar notes and stimulate them to study 
atleast the text book.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE H (GEOGRAPHY) 

CLASS X

No. of Caadidat«9
Appeared 70408
Passed 55306
Pass Percentage 70.1

40 to 45% 45 to 50% 50 to 60% 60 to 70% 76 and above

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
8.993 12 0 7086 10% 9214 13.0 4606 58 421 2

Reports of 22 examiners who had checked the anwer books of 6086 candi
dates were studied to form an idea of students and performance in this paper. It 
was found that the pass percentage ranged between 28 to 90.

According to four examiners tha pass percentage was found above 80 and 
eight, examiners gave it between 40 to 59 the other 6 examiners reports showed 
that the pass percentage was between 60 to 79 and four examiners showed below 
28 to 39 percent. Thus the result in terms of pass percentage could not be rated 
quite satisfactory.

Futher analyses of information revealed that out of 6086 only 212 students 
obtained 60 percents and 95 percent and 2298 obtained marks below 45 percent. 
It could be said that students overall performance was quite satisfactory.

General

The candidates had a very little command on the Indian Geography and not 
80 satisfactory on Man and Environment. Question No. 1 and 6 of Map on World 
and India was difficult, six items were asked in each map and not a single student 
had secured more than 3 marks in total of both the maps. The general standard 
of the answers was very poor and hence the result was not satisfactory.
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Q.No 8 & Q.No. 1, Q No. 5 & Q.No. 10 were not solved by most of Ihe sli^ents. 
In the map work they were enable to locate the correct location of the rivers and 
mountains etc In question No 5 most of the students could not be able to 
diifcrentiate between the Mean Annual temperature and range of temperature, In 
Q.No. 8 a few students could solve this satisfactorily.

The students in most of the cases had not written the question numbers 
according to question paper. This made a very difficult job for the examiners in 
caging the numbers while totalling.

Questfonwise Report

1. 1 and 6 was on map of World and India The candidates were required to 
locate rivers, mountains etc. Most of the students failed to do this quesiion 
correctly. Bangtloie was shown in Andhta P ia to h  and Krishna river shown 
in place of Tapti or Narmda. Volga river in Africa.

2. This question had three parts and each part carrying one mark. A good 
number of student failed to give correct answer. Some of the students could 
explain about natural Regions and Plantation, Agriculture and Commercial 
farming.

3. In this question students could not explain properly Ecosystem and Ecological 
Balance. In the alternate question most of the students failed to write about 
the development of Damodar Valley.

4. This question was on equatorial foi^sts and coniferous forests. Very few 
students could write where they are found. In the same way Lunear scale and 
representative fractions were not answered correctly.

6. In this question students were confused and did not know bow to calculate 
mean annual temperature and Annual Range.

7. This question was attempted by most of the students but their answers were 
wrong, due to the lack of knowlede of the subject and the economic progress 
of the country after 1947.

8. It was a general question. Most of the students could not clarify the 
relationship between industrialisation and its effects on social problems. In 
the same way the causes for the rapid growth of sugar mills in Maharastra 
and U.P. were not clearly mentioned.

9. In this question only first part was answered correctly.

10. A few students could explain it properly. In this question names of post 
independence steel plants were generally missing and only 50% students could 
give the names of the proposed steel plants.
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Sufficient practice in map work is needed by the students.

Termonoiogy of the students should be developed with special stress on 
differentiating the terms and also the understanding of basic concepts in 
Geography.

Students should also be given sufficient practice in writing answers properly, 
precise and to the point.



PART II
DELHI SENIOR SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION, 1986





ENGLISH (CORE)

c r a s s  X T I

No. of Students 
Appeared —32544
Pa«sed —18012
Pas8 PeiceQtagc—55.3

45 to 50 50^-60 60-75%  75 & above

2140 3164 1743 217
6.6%__________ 9^7%____________14%__________________________

Reports of 57 examiners who had checked 19,821 answer books were 
selected randomly to assess the general performance of the students. Of the 
19,821 studcBts 7772 passed. The percentage was 39.2. A eloser look a>t the 
repOTts* revealed that 71d (3.6%) could obtain 60 pe* cent or more marks where as 
the sjimber of those securing between 45% and 59% was :^24& tll%)» Those 
who seetifed less than 45% numbered 4790 (24%). The pass percentage varied 
between 15% and 60%. Of the 57 examiners, 24 put pass pefeent&ge below 40% 
and the rest i.e., 33, between 41 and 60 per cent and none put it above 60 per cent

General :

The candidates did not answer the questions to the point or to the prescri
bed word'Hmit. Their responses indicated that they had written crammed answers. 
They committed numerous grammatical and spelling m is t^ s . The indents were 
basically weak in their language skills which had badly affected the overall result.

Questionwise Report:

1. The candidates failed to answers the questions properly. The majority
reproduced sentences from the extracts as their own answers. Evidently, they 
did not understand the passage. It seemed that most of the students had not 
gone through the text-books closely. They did not seem to have paid any 
attention to learn vocabulary or write sentences correctly.
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2. The essay type question with an alternative was straight forward and appeared 
to be quite expected. The majority attempted the question. Since the 
crammed answers come to their rescue, they restricted themselves neither to 
the requirement of the question nor to the word-limit.

3. The question had 5 parts, each carrying 2 marks. Here again, the student 
did not answer to the point and observe any word limit. The performance 
was bad as the questions were not ‘expected* Some of them wrote whatever 
they had prepared, but not what exactly was asked. Only the bright students 
answered the Questions properly.

4. Quite a good number of students mechanically reproduced the summary of 
the lessons without much relevance to the question asked.

5. The question had six parts, though the students were to answer any five each, 
in about 30 words. The majority did not adhere to the prescribed limit. The 
answers revealed their lack of thoought understanding of the lessons in the 
Supplementary Reader.

6 . The question bad three parts :

(a) The candidates did not seem to have a clear idea of note making. They 
lifted full sentences from the passage and reproduced them as answers. 
Even For (b) Paragraph and (c) Conclusion, they followed the same 
strategy as they did not understand the passage and grasp the higher level 
writing skills.

7. Some students wrote the crammed letter which had no relevant to the question 
asked. Some did not seem to know the format of the letter.

8. The question was satisfactorily attempted in most cases. However, the format 
of the telegram and advertisement was not properly attempted.

9. The single sentence definitions were not given satisfactorily by the students. 
The definitions were vague and mostly incomplete.

10. The answers once again revealed that candidates could not express their ideas 
in correct English. The majority attempted the question on subtitles. But 
they did not know how to supply sub titles. Their competence to write a 
report or ^esfiription of a street light was not up to the mark.
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Suggestions :

The teacher should inculcate love for English among students. They should 
help students to develop the habit of reading with comprehension. They 
must develop habit of regular reading of books. They should also help 
students to read newspapers with special reference to letters to the editor, lost 
and found columns, situations vacant, etc.

The teaching of functional grammar, usage comprehension, composition, 
should not be neglected. The use of tense, agreement of the verb with the 
subject, note-making, paragraph writing, drawing of conclusions etc, should 
be given adequate practice in the class.

* All attempts should be made to discourage cramming. For this adequate 
practice to the students should be given to express themselves in English. 
When higher level writing skills are developed among s tud^ ts  they naturally 
realise that there is no need for cramming ans^wers.
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f%?TT«ff : 

5[%?r  ̂ j

28970
26964
93.1

45 ^  50% 50 ^  60% 60 ^  75% 75 ^

% % f̂f5Bnr % %
4554 15.7 7473 25-8 4697 16.2 263 0.9

22 % srRr%!fJT »rq 7188 jfew n t ^srHt, 60% ^ srfW
^  sn^  ^  ^  N̂̂TT 923 Tfr I 45 ^  59% sf^ ^  WT% OT 2789 ^
afk 33 ^  44% sr̂ F STT̂  ^  2744 ^  I a r f ^ ^  ^  3Tf% ^  af^ TTq I

m m s i  :

?rff »rq I irnnrsff, afh
^  ^ fe rt 'TfT^rfer | f  i m l  % ^  ^  ^ r  «r

3T3®r «TT sftT ^  I

^T5rr«f srtT s t̂t̂  sjtt srtt ^  s n ' i f  ® ^ sznw  % jtw
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Sn*ft ^F 9«̂ 5fW5FR? *T  ̂f?*TT I

sRHWffT^ f n f h f n :

1. ^  (fT) 3rtT ( ^ )  if ^  'T?rt?r ^  «ft i %
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?r% I
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PHYSICS

CLASS XII

No. of Candidates 
Appeared—6143 
Passed 5150 
Pass % 83.8

40 to 45%> 45 to 50% 50 to 60% 60 to 75% 75% & above
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

201 3.3 473 7.7 1401 22.8 1853 30.2 1152 18.8

27 reports of examiners who had checked 9891 answerbooks were studied 
to get the idea of the general standard of the paper and of the students per
formance.

The pass percent age ranges between 71% to 89.9%.

General:

Inspite of the fact, that the question paper was very simple and straight 
forward, many students did not read the questions carefully and gave different 
answers than expected of them. A good number of the students did not put 
illustrations in support of their answers.

Qoestionwise Report:

1. Most of the students have given correct answers of the 7 out of 10 parts of 
this question. They found some difficulty in answering the parts (b),(k), and (m) 
of this question. As each part of the question was of 1̂  marks (10 parts for 
IS marks), the examiners found some difficulty in marking this question. 
Looking at the weightage, the answers of each parts should have been in brief 
and to the point but many students gave long answers and wasted their time.
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2. Most of the students did not answer parts (a) and (b) properly. Answers 
given were not to the point and according to question. In part (d)» numerical 
question, many students could not arrive at the right result as they did not 
convert length and area into m and units respectively.

3. Part (a) of this question was very simple and it was attempted well. A large 
number of students could not explain amwer to part (c) properly.

4. (a) A large number of students did not read the question carefully instead 
of writing G.P. Thomsons experiment of depicting wave nature of electron, 
they described JJ . Thomson’s experiment of determination oT e/m of 
electron. The last point of the question 4*(b) provides an answer to question 
1 ( f), it should be avoided.

In the alternative the (b) part a large number of examinees did not draw 
proper diagrams.

5. Numerical problems asked in parts (b) and (c) were very simple and need 
right substitution in the formula. Most of the students got the right answers. 
In answering part (4), most of the students did not know, how much is to be 
written.

6. Most of the students could not draw a proper circuit diagram for transister 
as an oscillaton asked in part (b). This circuit diagram is not given in 
NCERT and other book.

Suggestions :

* Students should be given practice to write to the point answers to the 
questions.
Experimental demonstration be given to clarify concepts.

Students should be given practice to solve some thought provoking questions 
included in the home examinations.
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CLASS XII

CHEMISTRY

Number of Candidates 
Appeared 
Passed
Pass Percentage

6126

4834
78.9

40% to 45% 45% to 50% 50% to 60% 60% to 75% 75% & above

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
203 3.3 587 9.6 1442 23.5 1674 27.3 887 14.5

In all, reports of 12 examiners who had checked 2658 answer books were 
studied. It was found that 1992 passed, overall pass percentage being being 75.

Further examination of reports revealed that pass percentage varied between 
57 and 82.

On further anylysis of the data, it was revealed that 34.2% of the students 
got less than 60% marks reflecting that the quality of achivement was good.

General:

The majority of the examiners reported that the question paper was easy 
and well within the comprehension of the students. It was a good paper to pass 
but could not discriminate between a student who had memorised chemistry and 
those who had not understood chemistry.

Qnestionwise Report:

1. a) The majority of the students failed to explain why electron can be 
be considered to have a particle as well as a wave nature. They named 
scintillation effect and interference and diffraction but could not explain 
how these effects explain the dual nature of electrons.
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c) Students gave definitions of molecarlarlty and order of reactions all right 
but could not give examples illustrating each.

2. d) Most of the students could not give reason as to why vapour pressure of
a solvent is lowered by the addition of a non-volatile solute.

3. d) Many students could not explain what does positive value of E'’ cell in
case of a galvanic cell indicate.

4. c) The students faild to explain why a flroride cannot be oxidised by a
chemical oxidising agent.

5. This question was well attempted by the students.

6. a) The students did not name in JUPAC system.
CHs > C H -C H a  - CHO and CH>

CH3

C H a-C -N H j

CH3 Correctly

7. a) The students did not compare the basic character of ethyl aminie and
ammonia well.

Rest of the parts of this question were very well attempted.

Suggestions:

* Stress to be laid on writing work to improve expression and increase 
writing power.

* More practice in drawing diagrams and sketches be given.
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BIOLOGY

CLASS XII

No. of Candidates
appeared 4268
passed 2963
pass percentage 69.4%

40% to 45% 45% to 50% 50% to 60% 60% to 75% 76% & above
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
128 3 350 8.2 1035 24.3 970 23.2 449 10.5

The paper contained tea questions, which were will spread, covering almost 
all the topics. Due to indifferent attitude towards the studies that large number of 
students did not do well in this paper.

Questionwise Analysis:

1. It was ‘Very short answer’ question. The answers were satisfactory.

2. The name of pathogen w ^ not given by many students while others mixed up 
the symptoms of diseases.

3. M ^ y  students attempted this question correctly.

4. Law of assortment was given correctly but large number of students gave a 
confused explanation.

5 , 6. Mixed reaction of students in giving the answers.

7. In general the sketches were not good. Fundamental points were also not 
clearly mentioned in the question satisfactorily.



8. Composision of semal reproduction between spirogyra and Rnizopus was 
nicely expressed by many but sketches drawn were poor.

9. Answers given were vague in many cases.

10. Many students did not attempt this question; However those were attempted 
it gave satisfactory answer.

SoggeBtioiis:

* Stress to be made on writing work to improve expression and increase writing; 
power.

* Practice for sketching is a must.

* Interest must be created in this subject by giving importance.
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MATHEMATICS 

CLASS XII

No. appeaied- 
Passed 
?ass %

-11864
8478
71.5

40 to 45% 
No. %

45 to 50% 
No. %

50 to 60%
No. %

60 to 75% 
No %

75% and bove
No. %

941 7.9 875 7.4 1401 11.9 1853 15.6 1152 9.7

leports of 20 examiners were picked up at random. They had examined 
3734 aiswerbooks. The general performance as well as thte quality of answerc 
as statel in this report is based on these 20 reports.

Ihe pass-percentage of students given by three examiners was over 85, by 
fiy« exasiiners between 70 and 85, by eleven examiners betweea 60 and 70 and by 
one exaniner it was 51. About 74% of the students were declare successful.

i closer analysis revealed that 27.8% students secured 60% or more marks; 
20 7% secured marks between 45% and 52%. while 25.6% students secured 
betweer 33% and 44% marks. This much for the quality of answers, which 
should )e rated as satisfactory.

General:

lie  students fumbled when it comes to using trigonometric identities or 
or solviig trigonometric equations. Also in three dimensional analytic geometry, 
they art not able to transform the given information into equation and so are 
unable o follow these problems to their logical end. Though they are able to do 
some cdculation work in the problems on statistics, thev betray a lack of under- 
•taildtB; of the concept of probability.
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Qnestionwise Report:

1. (a) Many studenti can’t find a solution of this part.
(b) This has been done by most students correctly.
(c) Most of the students had no idea of how to find the required distance.
(d) This was done alright.
(e) Many students have no concept of probability.

2. Most of the students have been able to attempt the two parts of the problem,
viz (a) and (b) correctly.

3. (a) The weakness of tlie students in solving this problem lies in trigonometry,
(b) They have done various parts reasonably well.

4. (a) This has been attempted satisfactorily.
(b) This difiiculty lies in tracing the curve reasonably, otherwise it has been 

done satisfactorily.

5. (a) Many students are ucable to form the function to be maximised or
minimised.

(b) Most of the students have done it satisfactorily.

6. Both the parts (a) and (b) are done satisfactorily.

7. Both the parts (a) and (b) are done satisfactorily.

8. In parts (a) the students were unable to transform the given information into 
algebraic equations while part (b) was done satisfactorily.

9. The formulas used for finding the mean or the standard deviation are
correct, but the calculations are done only upto one decimal place. The same
is true of the problem on correlation.

10. (a'' It appears that the students have no idea of probability.
Parts (b) and (c) are more satisfactorily done than part (a).

Suggestions:
* In order that the students become stronger in trigonometry, more homework 

involving trigonometry be given to the students.
* They should be given more problems in 3-dimensional geometry to ensure that 

that they are able to transform the given information into mathematical 
equations.

* It would also a good idea if the differences between the concepts of “equally 
likely” and otherwise; exhaustive and otherwise and ‘‘mutually exclusive** 
and otherwise are brought to the notice of the students through many 
examples.
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ECONOMICS

CLASS — XII

No of Candidates
Appeared 29495 
Pass 20363 
Pass Percentage 69%

40 to 45% 45 to 50% 50 to 60 60 to 75%, 75 and above

No % No % 
3259 11%, 2787 9.4%

No % 
3550 12%

No % 
2080 7.1%

No % 
363 1.2

In all reports of 25 examiners who had checked 7808 answerbooks were selected 
seldomly to find out the overall performance of students and the quality of 
answers given by them.

Pass percentage ranged between 11.2 to 83%. According to 12 examiners 75% 
and more students passed in the subject of Economics; where as 11 examiners gave 
50% and less. The remaining examiners found pass percentage between 63 
and S3.

Futher analysis of data revealed that only 527 (8%) students obtained 
60% or more marks, and 1481 (21.5%) could get between 45 and 59 percent in 
other words, the majority could get through with poor-marks which also reflected 
the quality of their answers

Genera]:

On the whole, the performance was satisfactory. Excepting few, the majority of 
ftttdents answered eight qu^tions.
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It was observed that many students did not understand basic concepts of the 
discipline such as Disposable income and unearned Income, Price mechanism. 
Economic rent and Recardo Rent theory. Generally, numerical portions of the 
questions were not attempted well. However, the descriptive type of questions 
were answered better than those requiring analytical answers correctly. Very few 
students could draw suitable diagrams and use them effectively.
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Qaestioo wise-Report—Question Paper (51/53/1) :

1. Some of the students were not clear about the meaning of investment and 
its 8ignifican<^ in the productive process. They had not attempted it 
satisfactorily. The optional question however had been done well. How
ever a number of students were not able to give Micksean defenition of 
production correctly.

2. Both the parts a & b of the second question had been done quite well.

3. In this question the sudents performence was very unsatifactory, only very 
small percentage of students could explain the meaning of personal desirable 
income. As far the numerical Q., more than 90% of the students attempted 
to calculate personal disposable income. This question was not clear to 
the student. Curves and Diagram had not been drawn properly.

4. (a) This question was done satisfactorily by some students. Few tried to
answer the question using the concept of current prices and constant prices.

a (b) Most of the student mentioned C +  1 +  G +  X — M very briefly. Not a 
single student added net factory Y from abroad numerical had been done 
incorrectly.

5. In this question most of the students were able to correctly mention the 
absence of complete equalitiy in a socialist economy but nobody gave 
any reason for it.

6 (a) In this question on the role of price mechanism in a free enterprise 
economy had not been explained properly. The total expenditure method 
was not mentioned by most of the students. Alternate to Q. 6 was attempted 
by very few students out of them b & c parts were very poorly done.



7. In this question relationship between A.T.C. and A...V.C. had not been 
illustrated this shows the lack of conceptional understanding The children 
could not measure per unit profit and total profits as for many of than but 
the just mentioned profits and no mention of price was done.
Alternate to Q. 7 (a) i»rt was well attempted.

8. In this question majority of students just mentioned that economic rent was 
the difference betweet A. E. & T.E. very few couild explain with the 
diagram. Earnings of economic rent by factors of production could not be 
answered well. Some of the students explained Econonnic rent as Recardian 
Theory’. Alternative to Q. No. 8 was hardly attempted by any one.

Paper 51/53 (Economics)

1. Majority of the students attempted the alternative question the first Q. was 
not clearly understood by the candidates.

2. In this question (2b) majority of students did not bring forward the 
population factors.

3. ^ o s t of the candidatei could not answer it well but the Q. No. 3 (b) part 
was done satisfactorily.

In the alternative to Q. 3. very few attempted it and they too could not 
distinguish between stocks and flows Neither could they Categorise the 
itoms.

4. Majority of the students could not attempt this question satisfactorily. 
They could not mention exactly which items to include. The numerical 
question was attempted by a very few students and they too failed to solve 
numerically.

5. On the whole, the attempt could be considered satisfactory.

6 . Most of the students explained the working of price mechanism but very
few could discuss the role in a free economy.

7. Quite a good mumber of students could not prepare right schedule. Most 
of them wrote about perfecttly inelastic demand curve. Similaly a & b 
part was not attempted by majority of the students

8. In this question there was a c^onfusion between monopoly and monoplistic
competetion. Most of the studlents failed to draw A.V.C. curve.

9. Answers to the Question oa Rient were not upto the mark.
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Sagg«stioiis:

* Tbe teachers »litould give practice to students in writing to the point answererm s 
and drawing c u r a t e  neat diagrams and curv«s.

* Numerical questions were ; generally not attempted in a desirable waiiy y ;; 
the teacher should accord top priority in arranging practice session ffoforr 
numerical wor^ in class room on regular basis.

* The subject teachers should ensure that basic concepts of economics wveieree 
clear to the students and they were made familiar with their propp^err 
aiiplieaticm.
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ACCOUNTANCY 

CLASS XII

Number of Candidates 
Appeared 
Passed
Pass Percentage

8874
7334
82.6

40 to 45% 45 to 50% 50 to 60% 60 to 75% 75 and above
No. % No. % No. % No. % No %
746 8.4 744 8.4 1545 17.4 1604 18.4 1136 12.8 ‘

In all 20 examineri reports who had evaluated 3542 answer books were 
sstudied. It was found that 3075 students got through the examination pass 
[percentage being 83%.

Further analyses of data revealed that according to three examiners pass 
{percentage was, 60% and above, where as 7 gave it below 80. The number of 
situdents obtaining more than 81 percent were 10. Although the pass percentage 
cof the students ranged from 58.8% to 99 percent. The repcMrts of not less than 50 
percent examiners showed that number of pass students was more than 90 percent. 
TImis the over all result was good.

The analyses of data revealed that students securing 60 percent or more 
nnarks are just 1173. Where as those between 45 percent and 59 percent were 890 
atnd below 45 percent 1012 student. This shows that qualitatively result could 
n«ot be rated very satisfactory.

CSeneral :

The question paper was will set. It spread over the total syllabi prescribed 
by the Board The language of the paper was vefy simple and avoiding any 
confusion in the minds of the candidates except in one question of company
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redemption by conversion. The questions were set to test the basic accounting 
skill and its application in them. Many of the examiners could not apply the 
skill which they had developed in them at th e + 2  stage in accountancy subject. 
Numerical portion has been done better than the theoritical one. As regards issue 
of debenture it was observed that only three or four students bad attempted this 
question.

Question-wise Report:
1. a) This was theory question on “Del Credere Commission’* Majority of the

students attempted this question but they gave only definition of Del 
Credere Commission but could not explain; why is such a Commission 
paid ?

OR
b) This wts the alternate question on separate set of books methods of 

maintaining joint venture accounts. A few candidates attempted this 
question but got very good marks.

c) This was a practical question on Consignment. Majority of candidates 
attempted this question but they could not calculate the amount of 
abnormal loss and stock on consignment. Some student did not know 
how to balance the consignment A/C.

OR
This was the alternative question on joint venture. The candidates who •»
attempted this question got very good marks.

2. a) i) This was theory question on fixed capital accounts and fluctuating
capital accounts. Majority of candidate attempted this question but 
could not explain clearly the meaning of fixed and fluctuating 
Capital.

ii) This was also theory question on accounting treatment of good will. 
Most of the students could not explain this accounting treatment of 
good will when at the time of admission, the new partner can not 
bring his share of good will in cash. Hence, poor marks were- 
awarded.

OR
This was an alternative question of the 2 (a). It was a practical 
question. Majority of candidates attempted this question but a few 
candidates got full marks. Majority of the candidates could not 
calculate the annual salary of the partners.

b) The question on related to partnership accounts was good enough and
students were supposed to calculate sacrificing ratio to divide good will to 
old partners. But few candidates neither could calculate the sacrificing 
ratio nor the realisation A/C in proper form Hence their treatment of
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good will was wrong and marks were deducted for this error. The 
theory portion was not atteoipted properly or left unattempted by most 
of the candidates. In the dessolution of partnership, the candidates did 
not show she transfer of cash/Bank balance to the respective a/c they 
combined the amount of both the a/cs.

3. a) This was a question on the issue of shares at a discount. Some candidates
had stated the conditions which must be fulfilled by a company for the 
issue of shares at a discussion. Hence they secured full marks. Theory 
portion of this question was not properly dealt.

OR
b) This was the alternative question for the above. A few candidates 

attempted the question and secured very good marks although their 
answers were satisfactory.

4. This was the compulsory question on Ratio Analysis. But the ratio’s asked 
were inter related to each other, hence confusing. Majority of the students 
could not state the purpose of ratios. Hence marks were deducted

5. It was a compulsory practicing question on funds flow carrying 15 marks. 
Majority of the candidates secured poor marks in this question. A few 
candidates could not prepare schedule of changes in working capital. 
Majority of candidates could not calculate the funds for operations.

Suggestions:

* The subject teachers should strees on theory as well as practical aspect of every 
topic equally. So that the candidates will be in a position to attempt them well 
and secure good percentage of marks.

*  In order to facilitate marking and internal choice or division of questions
should be to the point clear and have only one answer : «

* The candidate* should be given clear understanding of certain items such as
Debentures in Joint Stock company, Funds Flow Statements, Funds from
operation Provision for transaction and proposed dividend.

* For the purpose of easy and equitable marking separate number should be 
given to each question i,g. 1 to lo  or 1 to 15, The whole paper can be 
divided in (10 x 10) parts or (5x20) or likewise and the relevent portion 
choice given as 5 questions out of 10 or 10 parts out of 20 etc.

* Teachers should lay more imphasis on the application of accounting skill
which they, develop in the itudents at school stage.
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COMMERCE
CLASS XII

No. of Candidates 

Appeared 9292 
Passed 8300 
Pass Percentage 89.3

40 to 45% 45 to 50% 50 to 60% 60 to 75% 75% & above
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

1384 14.9 1350 14.6 2020 21.7 1157 12.5 43 .5

Reports of 16 randomly selected, examiners, who had checked 3476 answer 
scripts were studied to find out the over all performance of students and the 
nature and quality of answers given by them. The pass percentage varied from 
70% to 90%. According to 10 examiners the pass % in Commerce was above 
85% and 5 gave it between 70 to 79% and one gave 60% in other words the 
result could be rated satisfactorily.

The analysis of data further revealed that 691 student scored 10% marks 
or more in die examination where as 883 between 45% and 59. In other words 
the mojority of students are said to have been given satisfactory answers.

General:
The Question paper was well set. It covered nearly the whole course and 

marks allotted to each question except few were aecording to the prescribed 
syllable. Most of the students answered first four questions pertaining to mana
gement principles, short comings of Planning Delegation of Authority and 
Control.

Some of the students could not reply satisfactorily the question’s related 
to Communication, wage system and social responsibilities. The question paper 
has sufficient choice but the quality of answers were not satisfactory.

It was also found that students were in the habit of writing lengthy and 
irrelevant answers. Little attention was paid to word and sentence limit.
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Qnestionwise Report:

1. The question paper Contained eight questions with alternate questions. Most 
of the students did not attempt complete Questions.

1. It was a direct question on describing four principles. Some of the students 
wrote function of management in place of its importance.

2. In this question the students could not state the meaning, defenition of 
Procedures and characterstics. Clearly but the alternative question on 
planning was fairly answered by most of the students.

3. This question was general and lacking in facts. Most of the students instead 
of writing the activities which are to be organised to start an enterprise, 
wrote the functions of management:

The alternate question on authority, Responsibility, Accountability, was 
not correctly attempted.

4. This question was well answered. A good response in right way by majority 
of students

5. This was a tricky question requiring application of knowledge. Most of the 
students could not correctly attempt. Even the first part of it which was 
alternate was answered vaguely. The students were confused on recruitment 
in English and *Niyukti* in Hindi.

6. In this question instead of giving the situation more efifective communication. 
Most of the students replied it in their own-way.

7. In this question majority of the students have given Social responsibilities 
in place of giving arguments in favour or against of it.

S. This question was well attempted. Meaning and importance of Supervision
was well answered.

Siggestions :

* Most of the students did not write the question numbers for this instructions 
should be given to the teachers to ask students to be careful.

* Understanding of the basic concepts should be made clear to the students 
and they should also be encouraged to read Text Books.

* Distribution of marks should be scientific and subjectivity from the question 
paper be eleminated.
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HISTORY

CLASS - x r i
No. of candidates :~

Appeared : 21854 
Passed : 16752 
Pass Percentage: 76.7

45 to 5 0 ^ 45 to 50% 50 to 60% 60 to 75% 75 and above

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

2899 13.3 2551 11.7 2834 13% 1.68 5% 55 13%

Reports of 68 examiners who had checked answerbooks were randomly 
selected to get an idea of the overall performance of the studentf and 
the quality of their achievements.

Pass percentage range was between 76.7 to 99. According to 60 
examiners more than 80 percent students got through the subject of 
history. Where as remaining 20 examiners found the pass percentage 
below 74%. In other words the overall result could be stated as 
satisfactory.

In depth examination reports revealed that just 4331 (15,2%) students 
got 60% marks or above ; where as number of marks obt^ned between 45 
59% was 5385. This reflected that the quality of achievement which 
could not in any way, be described impressive because most of the 
students (about 55% of the successful) passed on the margin.

Genera] :

Generally the answers were irrelevant, crammed showing little critical 
understanding of the subject. The students could not distinguish 
between short and long answers. Seldom were instructions for the limit 
of answers was observed. Some of the students did not put the 
number of question correctly.
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The students did not devote any time for understanding the question as 
what was expected to answer. Like the senior students they did not seem 
to have deep study and had very shallow knowledge. There were students 
who did not either indicated correctly the question number or put there 
own numbers in the serial order to a question attempted by them.

Qu^tion wise Report :

1. In question No : 1 only the results of Baburs invasion were asked but 
the students gave generally, why did he attack or majority of the students 
wrote the causes of the Baba’r invasion on India. They did not mention 
the points of significance of Babur’s invasion.

2. In this second question the students mostly gave the correct answer about 
the causes of failure of Humayun.

3. The administration of Shivaji was attempted by the majority of the 
candidates satisfactorily. In the alternative question most of the 
students tailed to describe the different aspects of fusion of Hindu 
Muslim culture and the patronage of Hindu poets & scholars by the 
Mughal monarchs

4. Most of the students failed to describe the main aspect of Architecture, 
Music and hterature of the Mughal Empire

5. In this question Majority of the students could not explain the signi
ficance of the Third Battle of Panipat and its results

6. In this question the advantages of subsediary system were asked while the 
examinees mentioned the main feature of subsediary system. The students 
gave the treaty or the states that joined it and in this way did not touch 
the real question.

7. Question number seven was well done, on the Social reforms of Lord William 
Bantick however the educational aspect was not touched. The alternative 
question on the Anglo-Sikh relation after Ranjeet Singh was attempted in a 
poor manner.

8. Majority of the students answered the causes of the failure of the revolt of 
1857. But the majority of students instead of giving the nature of the 1857 
Revolt they explained the reasons for the out break of revolt-

9. The question on the effects of the British rule on economic life was mostly 
done correctly.

10. Almost all the students attempted this question, but their answers were of
routine type. Few could give the steps of freedom struggle without men
tioning Mahatma Gandhi’s contribution towards Hindu-Muslim unity :

OR
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Very few rather hardly any student had attempted this question on main 
features of the Govt, of India Act of 1935. Those who attempted also 
failed to give correct answer.

Suggestions:

* Students should be trained systematically to mark the question numbers 
properly. Training in writing of short answer question be given Concerned 
teachers should circulate sample model answers of questions to students so 
that they could dififerentiate between the long and short answers.

* The teacher should encourage students to study the recommended Text books, 
for this they themselves should use standard text books in teaching and 
discourage the study of cheap bazar notes.

It should be advisable that the teacher provide a list of suggested reading 
from different books so that the students may develop interest in updating 
their information for better achivement.

* Map reading in History is an essential part of teaching history and 
should receive due emphasis in the class room. Training in the use of 
Diagram, Timelnes and maps for scoring good marks should be giyen in 
classroom teaching.
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GEOGRAPHY ( THEORY )

CLASS — XII

No. of Candidates
Appeared
Passed
Pass%

5407

4347
80.4

40 to 45% 45 to 50% 50 to 75% 60 and 75% 75 and above

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
418 7.7 439 17.4 1696 1.1 1063 19.7 85 1.6

18 reports of randomly selected examiner who had marked 9176 answer- 
books were studied in order to get an idea of students performance. According 
to the reports. Nine examiners gave pass percentage 75 to 98 and Eight examiners 
showed pass percentage 1 to 74 percent only one examiners percentage was 51.8. 
A farther probe in these examiners report data exhibited that 6886 students were 
given pass marks. 516 students just obtained 60 percent marks or more, and the 
number of those getting between 45 and 59 percent marks was 2554 and the 
remaining 3816 students obtained marks between 33 to 44 percent. In other 
words; successful condidates scored reasonably well.

Genera] :

The paper setter had been very considerate in framing questions which did 
not appear in any guide book of the market. Hence the students had to answer 
those questions from their own under-standing, logic and thought. The Geography 
(Theory) paper was Socio economic instead of Economic geography. Internal 
choice was not given and paper was not easy. Even the question were set from 
selected topics and whole syllabus was not covered. Some of the question were 
vague and not clear to the students for, example parts in (iii) of fourth question and
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part (a) of fifth question and question number 3,4,5, and 6 were based on general
knowledge. Hence students scored less marks.

Qn^tionwise Report:

1. In question number one and two candidates did not know exact location 
on various phenomena asked in the question paper. The students showed 
these by giving or by copying from one another. Proper symbols for map 
work had not been used.

2. In the question number two, most of the students did not attempt cotton left 
of U.S.A. and left woollen centres in India.

3. The over all performance in this question was satifactory. The students eould 
differentiate various term clearly. However some of the students cduld not 
write the answer of such questions properly.

4. By and large the answers of this questions were quite satisfactory except in 
case of part (iii) which Kas been very badly answered by all the Students.

5. The answer of this qmestion was in general, very poor. The students did not 
understand properly the first part of this question i.e. 5 (a) It was above the 
level of + 2  stage.

6. In the Six question the students failed to locate the areas to show the 
Vishakhapattam. Industry and Part II was also not attempted satisfactorily.

Suggestions :

* Sufficient practice in map filing, drawing of sketches and diagrams should be 
emphasised in the class regularly. While answering a questions relevent to it  ̂
proper location, labelling and use of conventional signs is desireable.

* The students should be instructed to answer all parts of a question serially 
and systematically and wrote their answers relevently.

* Cramming of answers must be discouraged.

* The numbers of questions in the question paper should be maximum. Ten and 
not Twelve.
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Class XII

POLITICAL SCIENCE

No. of Candidates
Appeared
Passed
Passed percentage

28465
24499

86,1

45 to below 50% 50 to below 60% 60 to below 75% 74 & above
No. % No. % No % No %
4552 16.0 5170 18.2 433! 15.2 479 1.7

Reports of 15 examiners who had checked 3613 answerbooks were detected 
randomly to get an idea of the overall performance of the students in the exami> 
nation and to assess the quality of answers given by them.

Pass percentage ranged between 47.4 and 98.4% Report* of three ex^ iners 
showed that more than 94 per cent students successfully cleared the subject. Five 
examiners showed 74 per cent to 86 per cent candidates having passed tihe subject, 
and according to the remaining five examiners the per centage of students who 
qualified in the subject was between 47.4 per cent and 68.7 per cent. The overall 
result could tbus be rated satisfactory.

A further look into the reports revealed that only 501 students could 
obtain 60 percent or more marks whereas the number of students scoring 
between 45 and 59 per cent marks was 1172. In other words, tl»  students* 
p»fortQan(» was satisfactory.

General:

On the whole, the performance of students was satisfactory.

The quality of the answer was not up to the required standard. A good 
number of students had a tendency to write irrelevant, answers.
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A few student! did not indicate the question number, not corresponding 
to the order they answered. Word limit was not adhered to.
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Qnestionwise Report:

1. The first question, to explain the term Dyarchy and its causes of failure, was 
not the popular choice of the students and a few students who attempted, 
failed to mention the Act of 1919. It was observed that the students were 
not perpared well, so most of the students gave vague answers.

The ‘Or’ of this question was preferred by majority of the students. But 
the concept of aims and objectives of Swaraj Party was not clear to the most 
of the students, they mentioned Swaraj is my birth right.

2. In this question, most of the students attempted Right to equility and Right 
to Freedom well. But some of them could not specially mentioned of Art.
19 in the ‘Right to Freedom*.

The ‘Or’ of this questions was not the popular choice of the students. 
Most of the students could not interpret of the words Sovereign, Socialist. 
Secular, Democratic Republic as well as Justice.Social Economic and Politi
cal. So the students failed to write in detail the meaning of these words.

3. The question on the nature of Indian Federal System with reference to its 
three federal and two unitary features, was dealt well

Similarly in the ‘Or’, the question was attempted well except a few who 
did not indicate the interference by Union Government in State list.

4. Very few students explained the Composition of Lok Sabha correctly in the 
same way, they have done all the functions of Lok Sabha instead of 
legislative.

The ‘Or’ question, the students attempted well the three executive powers 
of the State Governors, where they failed to reply properly, the role of the 
Governor as agents of the Centre.

5. The question on the compostion of the Supreme Court was attempted well 
but a few could not discussed its advisory jurisdiction properly.

The alternate of this question was comment on :—

(a) Independence and impartiality of Indian Judiciary and (b) Act of 
Habeas Corpus, a few students could describe satisfactorily.



6. A large number of students attempted nicely the functions of the Union 
Public Service Commission.

The 'Or’ of this question, relations of civil servants with the ministers in 
India, attempted by a few students.

7. The question of Regional imbalances in India, could not be understood by 
them. Very few could described it.

In the alternate question, indicate causes of (a) Poverty in India and (b) 
Illiteracy in India, were described well.

8. The question on obligatory functions and main sources of income of a 
municipal corporation was attempted satisfactorily but a few mingled up the 
obligatory functions with compulsory function of a municipal corporation.

In the ‘Or’ question, the majority of them showed no awareness of the 
three tier system of Panchayati Raj. They generally took this as Gram 
Panchayat.

9. Very few students could describe the problem of defection in Indian politics. 
Almost all the students answered the second choice on functions of the 
Election Commission India.

10. The question on major steps taken by India to wards the forination of the 
ideals of the United Nations was the choice of many. They could not answere 
well.

The ‘Or’ question, they felt difficulty in extracting negative and positive 
aspects of India’s and positive aspects of India’s relations with Pakistan or 
or Bangla Desh A few wrote the five main principles of India’s foreign 
Policy of Non-Alignment.

Suggestions:
f

•  The students should be advised to indicate the question numbers corres
ponding to the question paper.

•  Practice should be given in the writing the precise and relevant answers.

•  The teachers should guide the students in extra reading.

..................5 h fca tioa il
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